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Abstract 

Arab Perspectives on Fanonist Thought, 1960s - 1970s 

Denise Lizet Gomez, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2020 

Supervisor:  Benjamin Claude Brower 

This thesis examines key writings about Fanonist thought published in the 1960s 

and 1970s in order to better understand the literary, political and cultural scenes of the 

Arab world. Expanding upon work on the decolonization of the Arab world, and studies 

of Fanon’s translation into Arabic, this thesis argues that Fanon’s theories, like those of 

Lenin, Mao, Guevara and others, influenced Arab anti-colonialism. The project begins 

with a survey of the periodicals, publishing houses, and individuals circulating 

translations and reviews of Fanon’s work. From there, I identify two full length studies: 

Franz Fanun aw Mu’araka al-Sha’aub al-Mutakhalifa (Frantz Fanon or the struggle of 

Developing Countries) (1963), and Franz Fanun wa al-Thawra al-Jaza’iriyya (Frantz 

Fanon and the Algerian Revolution) (1975), and study them alongside the 1970 article, 

Franz Fanun wa al-‘unf (Frantz Fanon and Violence) in the following chapters. I find the 

commonalities among these three works, observing discussions about race and the 

Négritude movement, global revolution, and decolonization. Through my study I find that 
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each author endorses the major tenet of Fanonist thought, violence as a means of 

decolonization, and that they credit the Algerian Revolution as a politicizing moment for 

Fanon. These perspectives help us to better situation how and why Fanon influenced 

armed struggle movements in the Arab world and beyond. 
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Introduction 

In 1963, Les Damnés de la terre reached Arabophone audiences under the title 

“Mu‘adhabu al-Ard.” The translators, Jamal al-Atassi and Sami Durubi, both studied in 

Paris and associated with Ba’athist circles. Both men returned to Syria and served as 

government officials-- Al Atassi served in the Ministry of Health and Durubi served as 

Minister of Education. Al-Atassi and Durubi were active contributors to the lively Syrian 

literary scene. Best known for his translations of the works of Fyodor Dostoyevky, 

Durubi translated more than 80 books over the duration of his career. Durubi took 

translation seriously, believing that through this work he contributed to a “second 

renaissance era” for translation efforts in the Arab world following the translation 

renaissance period of the Abbasid era.  Growing up Al-Atassi watched his family lead 1

political demonstrations against the French mandate, and he entered political groups as a 

student. He remained politically active throughout his life and is considered one of the 

foundational voices of Ba’athism. He translated titles by Jean-Yves Calvez, Jean Paul 

Sartre, and Maurice Doverjeh in addition to Fanon.   2

Another Syrian, Duqan Qarqut, translated Fanon’s L’An V de la révolution 

algérienne into Arabic in 1970 for Dar al-Tali’ah. Like Al Atassi and Durubi, Qarqut 

Saleh, Salwa. “Al-Durubi wa Kashouha wa Menziljy: bi-sumaat suriyya fi ‘alam al-tarjim” Al-Mayadeen, 1

November 3, 2019. Accessed April 1, 2020.

 Author Unknown, ed. Bassel al-Sataar, “al-Mufakir al-Arabi al-Kabir mu’aaliy, al-Duktur al-Wazir Jamal 2

bin Saleh bin Murad bin Muhamad Said al-Atassi”, Al-Atassi Family Website, Accessed April 1, 2020. 
http://www.alatassi.net/view.php?action=article&id=55
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aligned with Pan-Arabist and revolutionary politics and supported Palestinian resistance 

to the 1948 occupation in his youth. His translations included Jean-Jacques Rousseau and 

Mao Tse Tung.   3

Although the exact details of the Mu‘adhabu al-Ard’s commission remain murky, 

the solicitation came from the influential publishing house Dar al-Tali’ah of Beirut. 

Established around 1960 by American University of Beirut professor and writer Bashir 

al-Daouq, Dar al-Tali’ah oversaw the translation of works by Mao, Marx, Hegel, Trotsky, 

and other such luminaries into Arabic.  After its initial translation in 1963,  Mu‘adhabu 4

al-Ard underwent re-issue in 1968 and 1970 by the United Arab Republic Ministry of 

Education to be studied by secondary school students.  5

 A Palestinian man, Naji Aloush, served as the head of of Dar al-Tali’ah 

throughout the 1960s as the publishing house printed and reissued  Mu‘adhabu al-Ard. 

Described as a “socialist until death,” Aloush’s politics were nationalist and anti-colonial, 

and he declared admiration for Mao Tse Tung, Ho Chi Minh, and Hugo Chavez. Under 

Aloush’s leadership, Dar al-Tali’ah directed criticisms at Arab Communists based on their 

attitudes regarding Arab unity and Palestinian liberation, and it promoted a political 

 Maha Alatrach. “Duqan Qarqut… Duqan Qarqut… musira nidaal fakiriyy lin yamhuha al-raheel ” Al-3

binaa, date unknown. Accessed April 1, 2020.https://www.al-binaa.com/archives/article/48098.  

 Katheryn Bachelor and Sue Ann Harding. Translating Frantz Fanon Across Continents and Languages. 4

Routledge, 2017. Page 100.

 Al-Sattar, [1].5
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program based on class consciousness. As a political thinker, Aloush supported a 

blending of theory with practice.    6

This project is primarily concerned with uncovering the trajectory of Fanon’s 

work after its initial translation by Al-Atassi, Durubi, and Dar al-Tali’ah. More 

specifically, it hopes to quantify Fanon’s presence the literary, political, and cultural 

scenes of the Arab world and to capture a sense of how Fanonist thought impacted 

political culture in the Arab world. This thesis finds that a well-educated literati group 

disseminated Fanon’s work throughout the Arab world through popular publications. This 

thesis also finds that at least two full length studies on Fanon’s theories were published in 

the Arab world: Franz Fanun ‘aw Mu’arakaa al-Sha’aub al-Mutakhalifa (Frantz Fanon 

and the Struggle of Developing Countries) authored by Mohammed Zniber, Mohammed 

Berrada, and Mouloud Mammeri in 1963, and Franz Fanun wa al-Thawra al-Jazairiyya 

in 1973 by Mohamed Brahimi El Mili. Both these publications introduce Fanon’s body of 

work to their readers. However, while the Zniber, Berrada and Mammeri contribution 

focuses solely on presenting Fanon’s biography and major ideas, the El Mili book takes a 

more analytical approach, making observations about Fanon’s intellectual genealogy and 

the role of Algeria in shaping his work.  I examine these mostly unstudied publications 

alongside a short article entitled Franz Fanun wa al-‘unf  published in 1970 by Zeineb 

Djedri Al Miyati. Through the study of these sources, this thesis identifies the major focal 

 Ibrahim Naji Aloush, “Min huwwa Naji Aloush.” Free Arab Voice, August 25th, 2012. Accessed April 6

2nd, 2020.
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points of Fanonist thought in the Arab perspective. Ultimately this thesis finds that the 

Arab world endorsed the major tenet of Fanonist thought, violence as a means of 

decolonization, and it argues that these texts provide valuable perspectives on Fanon’s 

impact on Arab . Through these findings, we are better able to situate how and why 7

Fanon influenced armed struggle praxis in Palestine and other places in the Arab world. 

EXISTING LITERATURE 

This project elaborates upon the findings of a chapter by Sue Ann Harding, 

“Fanon in Arabic: Tracks and Traces” featured in a volume of articles detailing Fanon’s 

translation into various languages, which includes German, Persian, English and Swahili. 

Harding’s article on Fanon’s Arabic translation includes the main details of Fanon’s 

translation described at the beginning of this introduction, and overall follows the various 

re-issuings of Mu‘adhabu al-Ard between 1963 and 2015 in the literary spaces of Beirut, 

Damascus, Cairo, Amman, and Algiers. Throughout this work, Harding pays attention to 

details like cover art, preface authors and content, and author introductions to capture the 

environments and individuals translating Fanon.  The final section of Harding’s chapter 8

looks at the impact of Fanonist thought on the Palestinian Revolutionary Movement, 

which cited Fanon’s Les Damnés de la terre in their pamphlets. The Palestinian 

Revolutionary Movement understood Palestine as a part of the Third World, and 

 For further information on anti-colonial Fanon, see Greg Thomas, “The Complete Fanon” 2018.7

 Harding, 100 - 118.8
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understood Palestine’s liberation as one link in a larger chain of global Third World 

revolutions and anti-colonial struggle. It is through this political lens that they formed 

connections to Fanon’s work, as well as the works of thinkers like Mao Tse Tung and 

Lenin.  My project takes inspiration from Harding’s article, which leaves much space for 9

further study, by examining the paratextual details of written works. Like Harding, I also 

hope to sketch out  profiles of the individuals who brought Fanon’s ideas to Arabic text.  

In his 1974 article, Dennis Forsythe dubs Fanon “The Marx of the Third World,” 

arguing that Fanon was “ a ‘Marxist,’ but a different kind of ‘Marxist,’” who should be 

considered a sociologist and philosopher in addition to a psychiatrist.  Forsythe also 10

asserts that Fanon’s earlier works embody certain premises that he modified upon as he 

developed more Third Worldist politics.  While Marxist thought clearly influenced 11

Fanon’s work, Forsythe pushes Fanon more towards the works of Third Worldist theorists 

like Mao Tse Tung and Che Guevara. Forsythe details the major differences between 

Marx and Fanon, which generally stem from their contrasting emphases on race. For 

Fanon, colonialism and slavery in the Third World served as “the original sin[s] in world 

history”, while the rise of private property in Europe served as Marx’s “original sin”. 

Forsythe also observes that Marx’s two-class analysis proved insufficient for 

 Harding, 119.9

 Dennis Forsythe, “Frantz Fanon - the Marx of the Third World,” Phylon Vol. 34, No. 2. 2nd Quarter, 10

(1973): 1.

 Forsythe, pg. 1.11
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understanding colonial class systems, whereas Fanon’s work defines multiple classes or 

statuses for individuals.  Unlike Marx, Fanon believed in the revolutionary capacities of 12

the peasantry.   13

Ultimately, Forsythe identifies Fanon’s “violence theory of revolution” as his 

principle departure from Marxism. While Marx had a mixed view of the efficacy of 

violence in producing desirable political change, Fanon does not. Forsythe summarizes 

his interpretation of Fanon through his observation that “the Third World finds itself and 

speaks to itself through the voice of Fanon, just as Marx spoke for the impoverished 

urban masses in the European context.” This thesis aims to build upon the idea of 

Forsythe’s Fanon as a “Marx of the Third World” by attempting to measure the impact of 

Fanon’s work on the Arab world through an examination of popular Arabic texts.  

 To succeed at understanding the circulators of Fanonist thought throughout the 

Arab world, it is necessary to consider the intellectual and political context within which 

they interacted with his work. The authors, translators, and editors described further along 

in this thesis published during a period in which notions of decolonization, revolution and 

Third Worldism wielded significant power. For the Maghreb, this atmosphere is recorded 

in Jeffrey James Byrne’s book The Mecca of Revolution (2016), the name for which 

comes from the appellation designated by Guinean revolutionary Amilcar Cabral to 

 Forsythe, 165.12

 Forsythe, 166.13
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Algiers.  Through his examination of the newly independent Algeria’s global 14

relationships and actions, Byrne examines the potency of the Third World political 

project up until 1965. During this year the world witnessed the fracture between the 

Soviet Union and the People’s Republic of China, the cancellation of  a second Bandung 

Conference, and the coup d’etat that placed Houari Boumedienne in power and deposed 

Ahmed Ben Bella. For Byrne, these three events concluded “decolonization's most 

idealistic and optimistic phase” although Third Worldist internationalism sustained its 

vigor and reached its cultural and political apex in the 1970s.  15

 Paul Thomas Chamberlin’s book The Global Offensive (2012) similarly describes 

the interconnected and intense atmosphere of the  “Third World[ist] political scene” in the 

1970s. The Cuban and Algerian wars of liberation influenced the decolonization politics 

of this period and contemporaneous guerrilla struggles in Vietnam and Palestine 

emboldened each other.  While the main focus of Chamberlin’s book examines the 16

globalization of the Palestinian liberation movement, it also examines the deep 

connection between the Palestinian resistance and other revolutionary examples and 

pursues the continuation of the Third Worldist moment.    

 Another study by Adam Sopanos similarly looks at the climate of the 1950s and 

 Jeffrey James Byrne, Mecca of Revolution: Algeria, Decolonization & The Third World Order, (New 14

York: Oxford University Press, 2016) 3.

 Byrne, 287.15

 Paul Thomas Chamberlin, The Global Offensive: The United States, The Palestine Liberation 16

Organization, and the Making of the Post-Cold War Order, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 19.
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1960s Arab literary scene, and identifies an intellectual shift that takes place. Through his 

investigation of Arab interest Sartre and early translations of the periodical Al-Adab. In 

his study, Sopanos advocates for an understanding of translation as an agent of historical 

change, and notes a shift in interest from “ethics of commitment” to an interest to lived 

experiences and the challenging situations left behind in the wake of the 1967 defeat.  17

Finally, Yoav Di-Capua’s 2018 book No Exit is similar to my project in topic and 

through its examinations of the Arab world’s intellectual engagements with 

decolonization. More specifically, Di-Capua’s book traces the collective Arab interest in 

existentialism, wujudiyya, and its best-known philosopher Jean Paul Sartre in 1950s and 

1960s.  As No Exit shows, Arab intellectuals saw Fanon’s work as building on Sartre’s 18

anti-colonial humanism . While Fanon remains on the periphery of Di-Capua’s study, 19

Sartre’s approval and endorsement of Fanon certainly helped facilitate his work’s initial 

popularity. As time passed, as this thesis hopes to demonstrate, Arab thinkers began 

confronting Fanonist thought as theory separate from wujudiyya and Fanon as a theorist 

separate from Sartre.  

My thesis is divided into three chapters. The first surveys a sampling of the 

various writers, publishers, intellectuals who worked to circulate Fanon’s books and ideas 

 Adam Sopanos, “Mediating ‘Iltizam’: The Discourse on Translation in the Early Years of al-Adab” Alif: 17

Journal of Comparative Poetics, No. 37, Literature and Journalism, (2017): 131 -132.

 Yoav Di-Capua, “No Exit: Arab Existentialism, Jean Paul-Sartre, and Decolonization, Chicago: 18

University of Chicago Press 2019, page 9.

 Di Capua, 170.19
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throughout the Arab world. To accomplish this, I identify three different categories of 

texts about Fanon published between the 1960s and 1970s:  translations and publication 

of the Jean-Paul Sartre preface to Les Damnés de la terre; full-length studies of Fanonist 

thought by Maghrebi authors; and published reviews of and reactions to Fanon’s books 

and his ideas written by Arab writers. The chapter also outlines the publishing houses, 

translators and intellectuals driving the propagation of Fanon’s work into Arab 

intellectual circles, hoping to expand this story beyond the story of Al Atassi, Durubi, and 

Dar al-Tali’ah. This chapter sets the scene for the remainder of my thesis by providing 

background on the actors disseminating Fanon’s work and acknowledging the dominant 

progressive political climate that anchors the discourse and debates studied throughout.  

 My second and third chapters analyze in detail three texts from this early body of 

work on Fanon. The first is a 1965 book co-authored by three North African writers, 

Mohammed Zniber, Mohammed Berrada, and Mouloud Mammeri.  I then study the 1970 

article by Zeineb Djedri Al Miyati, an Algeria-based writer.  And thirdly I analyze a 1973 

book by Mohamed Brahimi El Mili, co-editor of El Moudjahid, the FLN’s newspaper. I 

have selected these three works because they provide some of the fullest Arabic-language 

analysis of Fanon from this period, while the other publications only summarize or 

advertise his books. In particular I use these works to gain insight on how people read the 

questions of race and violence from Fanon’s perspective. 
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The second chapter examines the issue of race as it appeared in the three texts. 

Firstly, race appears through each of the authors  biographical entries and descriptions of 

Fanon, as well as the intellectual context through which he first began to rebel against 

French colonization and the forms of colonial white supremacy in his life, points which 

are central for understanding his theories. Through this discussion on race, the chapter 

also hopes to show how these Maghrebi writers understood Fanonist thought as existing 

within an framework of Third World solidarity. What this chapter finds is that the 

Maghrebi authors viewed the shared experience of colonial oppression as force 

motivating solidarity across the Third World and connecting them to Fanon and his ideas 

about decolonization and liberation.  

 The third chapter continues examining these three texts, redirecting its focus to 

the issue of violence as it appeared in Al Miyati, Zniber, and El Mili’s writings. This 

chapter looks at how the three authors articulated their ideas of “Fanonist violence,” 

which allows us to gain insight into their ideas about revolutionary and anti-colonial 

politics. This chapter also looks at how the authors viewed Fanon’s relationship to 

Algeria. Each of the authors observe that Fanon’s relocation to Algeria and his 

subsequent participation in the Algerian revolution politicized him towards anti-

colonialism, revolution, and a focus on collective liberation rather than the liberation of 

individuals.  

!10



In the discussions that follow, my project hopes to shed light on the major actors 

disseminating Fanon’s ideas to large audiences, and how these authors represented 

Fanon’s ideas. Additionally, I hope to show how the writers evaluated the revolutionary 

character of Fanon’s work, how they absorbed his political lessons, and which lessons 

they appear to absorb. This project also hopes to understand how the Arab world viewed 

Fanon’s relationship to Algeria. Overall, this project hopes that through its mapping of 

human networks and its study of key texts, it will better inform what lessons the Arab 

world extracted from Fanon’s work.  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Chapter 1: Fanon in Arabophone Print 

Published in Al Majalat Al Thaqaafa (Culture Magazine), the 2018 article “Franz 

Fanun… ‘Arabiyaa” discusses the history of Fanon translation into Arabic and Arabic 

studies written about Fanon. This article connects Fanon to recent events such as the Arab 

Spring and recent re-issuings of the Arabic translation of Les Damnés de la terre. For the 

author, Yahaya bin Al Walid, the presence of Fanon readership in the Arab World remains 

pale and limited, although worth emphasizing. More recent publications on the topic 

include “Franz Fanun: ru’ytuhu li-dowr al-kaatib wa al-adab al-afriqiyy bi-lloghate al-

fransiyya” (Frantz Fanon: His Vision on the Role of The African Writer and Literary in 

the French Language) (2004) by Souad Shikhani, and “Franz Fanun rijal al-

qitiyyat” (Frantz Fanon, The Man of the Estrangement) (2010) by Abdel Qadir Bin 

Araab. Al Walid also mentions two books discussed in this thesis, Frantz Fanun ‘aw 

m’araka al-shau’ub al-mutakhalifa (Frantz Fanon, or the Battle of Developing Countries) 

by Mohammed Zniber, Mohammed Berrada, and Mouloud Mammeri (1965) and Franz 

Fanun wa al-Thawra al-Jaza’iriya (Frantz Fanon and the Algerian Revolution) by 

Mohamed Brahim el Mili (1973).” It appears as if these two books are the only easily 

accessible full-length texts written about Fanon published in the Arab World. As he 

discusses the existing studies on Fanon’s interactions with the Arab world, Al Walid 

advocates for a more serious treatment of Fanon in studies emerging from the Arab world 

that consider Fanon outside of the Algerian Revolution or Jean Paul Sartre’s preface, 
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especially in respect to the strong rapport enjoyed by Les Damnés de la terre across Asia, 

Africa and the Americas.  20

Over the span of two decades, from the 1960s into the 1980s, every corner of the 

world experienced intense and triumphant anti-colonial movements, decolonization and 

wars of national liberation. Communities living in oppressive centers of power and 

colonial force, such as the United States or France, also mobilized along these anti-

colonial politics and national liberation and vocally aligned themselves with these values. 

This political atmosphere established deep roots, and attention to Fanon and his books 

peaked during this time. In the Arab world, the existence of at least two full length studies 

by Zniber et. al. (1965) , and El Mili (1973) is clear. However, there is little evidence of 

any other substantial studies published during this time.  

This chapter will map the instances in which Fanon, his books, and intellectual 

contributions appeared in periodicals and books written or translated into Arabic. By 

successfully mapping these instances, I hope to capture the level at which Fanonist 

thought as a subject and as practice permeated public attention and discourse. 

Furthermore, this chapter hopes to obtain a better sense of the profiles of the translators, 

writers, and actors who brought Fanon to Arab readerships. By establishing this 

landscape/context, this paper will be better equipped to measure the cultural, intellectual 

and political discussions of the Arab would utilizing Fanon’s work.  

 Yahya Bin Al Walid, “Frantz Fanon... The Arab”,Thakafa Magazine, September 23, 2018.20
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In addition to the two studies about Fanon published in 1963 by Mohammed 

Zniber, Mohammed Berrada, and Mouloud Mammeri, and in 1975 by Mohamed El Mili, 

this chapter examines various digital articles accessible through an online archive of 

Arabic periodicals called “al-arshayf (Archive) lil-majalaat al-adabiya wa al-thaqafiyya” 

(Al Sharekh Archive For Literary and Cultural Magazines). The periodicals in question 

include al-Maarifa (Knowledge), Majalat al-Kitab al-Araby (The Arabic Book), and al-

Adab (Literature). It is improbable and unlikely that the Al Sharekh Archive contains 

every article ever published in the Arab world mentioning Fanon’s name, and this chapter 

does not mean to suggest the sample provided here is exhaustive. A complete treatment of 

this topic requires extensive travel around the Arab world, something that is not possible 

within the scope of this thesis, and a specialized knowledge of publishing houses and late 

20th century Arab literary culture.  However, the sample works discussed here provide a 

glimpse into Fanon’s impact and clout in the Arab World. From this sample it is possible 

to draw conclusions about how Fanon influenced political and intellectual cultures during 

this time.  

In what follows, this chapter discusses the instances Fanon appeared in printed 

works produced in the Arab world, outside of the actual translations of his four books.  To 

begin, this chapter discusses a translated excerpt of Sartre’s Les Damnés de la terre from 

1962, which served as a foreshadowing and interest-builder for the incoming and 

completed Arabic translation. Then, the chapter looks at the 1963 Zniber, Berrada, and 
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Mammeri study of Fanon. A 1966 review of the Arabic translation of Les Damnés de la 

Terre (Mu‘adhabu al-Ard) will follow. Afterwards, the chapter looks at a 1970 essay on 

Fanon and violence, which stands out among the sample of work as the only short piece 

to deeply grapple with Fanon’s theories of race and violence and provide their own 

analysis. Mohamed El Mili’s 1975 work will be discussed next, followed by a book 

review of the El Mili book. These works complete the stock of work sampled for this 

chapter.  

Throughout the discussion that follows, details about the personal, professional 

and political lives of the writers, translators, and publishers will be discussed because 

these details are central for understanding how these human actors might have understood 

Fanon’s work. Due to the varying degrees of notability experienced by the actors central 

to this chapter, some receive more attention than the others. Overall, what follows in this 

chapter itself is a mapping and situating of the writers and their articles rather than in-

depth discussion of the contents of their writing.  

Jean Paul Sartre’s preface to Les Damnés de la terre stands on its own as a 

separate political work, and its publication helped create a buzz around Fanon’s book. In 

the Arab world, intellectuals connected Sartre’s name to Fanon's in order to build interest 

around the release of his translated works. The monthly Lebanese literary journal al-

Adab, established in 1953 by Lebanese Sartre-enthusiast Suhayl Idris, first published an 

Arabic translation of Sartre’s famous preface in al-Adab’s February 1962 issue. A 
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prominent figure in the Beiruti literary scene, Di-Capua writes that Idris and his wife, 

‘Aida Matraji Idris “made books happen and careers flourish (or wither)…. Arab 

intellectual decolonization and Beirut’s rise to prominence as the capital of Arab thought 

would make no sense without them.”  The Arabic-translated preface appeared in al-Adab 21

a year before the release of the complete translated work.  Beyond printing the preface in 

its entirety, the seven page spread included an image of Fanon’s face next to a brief 

introductory anecdote mostly about the Fanon-Sartre relationship, and two promotional 

columns. One of these columns announced the incoming release of Mu‘adhabu al-Ard, 

referred to as  “The Book-Bomb” (al-kitab al-qunabla). The column also included 

endorsements from Sartre, French leftist journalist and author Jean Daniel, Fanon’s 

teacher and Martiniquan writer Aimé Césaire, and French-Algerian poet and activist 

Anna Gréki.  The second column announced forthcoming publications of the Arabic 22

translations of two of Sartre’s plays, “al-Bagyy al-Faadhilat”  (La Putain respectueuse) 

and “Mowta bila qoboor” (Morts sans sepulture).   For their April 1980 issue, Al-Adab 23

published the Sartre preface once again but the publication did not coincide with the 

release of any new editions or revisions to the translation. The pages themselves provide 

 Di-Capua, 5.21

 Jean-Paul Sartre, “Wretched of the Earth Preface” trans. Suhayl Idris, Al-Adab, Beirut, Lebanon, 22

February 1962, page 4. http://archive.alsharekh.org/Articles/255/20146/455713

 Sartre, page 53.23
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no clues for the reprinting’s motivations, and remained unchanged from the 1962 version 

except for the concluding announcements for incoming translated works.   24

Neither the 1962 or 1980 al-Adab preface publications mention the translation 

work of Sami Durubi or Jamal al-Atassi, who known as the first translators of Les 

Damnés de la terre into Arabic. According to these texts Idris, an ardent translator of 

Sartre’s work into Arabic, translated the two aforementioned Sartre plays with the 

assistance of a lawyer named Jalal Mutarji, and also translated the Sartre preface. Another 

name, Khalil al Khoury, received credit for the complete translation of the incoming 

edition of Mu‘adhabu al-Ard. The wording of Idris’ translated preface differs from the 

wording of al-Atassi and Durubi found in a digitized, more recent edition of Mu‘adhabu 

al-Ard that unfortunately provides few paratextual clues beyond the names of the two 

translators and an outdated link to the Lebanese publishing house Dar al-Tali’ah.  This 25

more recent digitized version also displays differences in wording from a 1968 edition of 

the Al-Atassi and Durubi translation published by the Syrian Arab Republic’s Ministry of 

Education (Wazarat al-Tarbiya fi al-Jamhurriya al-Arabiyya al-Suriyya) and prepared by 

Jamal Hassan.  It appears as if the preface to the Syrian 1968 version might provide its 26

Jean-Paul Sartre trans. Suhayl Idris, “Wretched of the Earth Preface”, Al-Adab, Beirut, Lebanon, April 24

1980. https://archive.alsharekh.org/Articles/255/20330/461426/8

Frantz Fanon, Les Damnés de la terre trans. Jamal Al-Atassi and Sami Durubi. Date unknown.https://25

docs.google.com/file/d/1gLzdbtvBaJBJ49jSwphiDRcbQRAEannoiit672Xu-Z0i3zt98VCbhqko19LG/edit

 Jamal Al-Atassi and Sami Durubi, trans., of  Les Damnés de la terre, (Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic’s 26

Ministry of Education, 1968).
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readership with an abridged version of the preface, and it also includes sentences in a 

bolded typeface for emphasis and impact. 

The earliest attempt to study Fanonist thought in Arabic, Frantz Fanon and the 

Battle of Developing Peoples (1963), sprung from the joined efforts of three Maghrebi 

scholars Mohamed Zniber (sometimes spelled Zunaybar), Mouloud Mammeri, and 

Mohammed Berrada. The book’s back cover includes a standard portrait of Fanon, and 

the front displays the names of Beiruti publishing house Dar al-Kitab and al-Jam’iyah al-

Thaqafiyyaah al-Maghrebiyyah (The Maghrebi Cultural Association). Each author 

contributed a chapter to the book, although Zniber’s chapter, “al Thawra ‘asaas al-

tihariir” (Revolution is the basis of liberation) consumes the most space. Mammeri wrote 

the chapter “Frantz Fanon,” which focuses on outlining Fanon’s life. Mohammed Berrada 

translated Mammeri’s biographical chapter into Arabic, and authored both “Al-shakhsiya 

wa Al-biy’a” (The Personality and the Atmosphere) and “Mafhoom al-Thaqaafah ‘And 

Franz Fanun” (The Concept of Culture by Frantz Fanon). Al Walid noticed a “youthful 

tone” throughout this book’s narrative, speculating that Arabophone youth comprised the 

intended audience.  While the book does not specifically identify any forms of Fanonism 27

or articulate the thinker’s ideas as Fanonist, the authors portray Fanonist thought as 

wielding immense emancipatory value for the Third World.  

 Al Walid.27
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Born in 1925 in Sale, Morocco, Mohammed Zniber’s father Abu Bakr Zniber led 

the 1930 Berber Dahir resistance movement.  Zniber received his doctoral education in 28

Paris, and worked as a professor at the University of Rabat. Enjoying a fruitful career, 

Zniber published works of fiction as well as historical studies which, thus far, do not 

appear to have been translated.  Mohammed Berrada, born in Rabat in 1938, also 29

received a doctorate degree in France and spent time working as a university professor at 

the University of Rabat. Both Zniber and Berrada served as founding members of the 

Moroccan Writers Association.  Berrada’s work included numerous translations of 30

Moroccan philosophers and critics, as well as his own works of fiction. Berrada’s 

collaboration with Zniber and Mammeri on the work of Fanon signaled a deep interest in 

grappling with issues of decolonization.    31

A Berber writer, Mouloud Mammeri was born in 1917 in Taourirt-Mimous, 

Algeria but moved to Rabat at a young age to enter school. Finishing his studies in Paris, 

Mammeri returned to Algeria and worked first as a French and Latin teacher. After the 

Algerian Revolution, Mammeri found work as a sociology professor. Throughout his 

 “Abu Bakr Zunaybr” Wikipedia عربیة, Accessed December 27, 2020.28

 Moroccan Writers Union,  “Members: Mohamed Zniber”, Last modified February 15, 2006.  http://29

uemnet.free.fr/guide/index.htmhttp://uemnet.free.fr/guide/za/za09.htm

 Moroccan Writers Union, “Members: Mohamed Berrada”, Last modified February 15, 2006.  http://30

uemnet.free.fr/guide/ba/ba088.htm 

 “Literature Key Figures”, Literature, The Maghrebi Studies Site. Accessed January 3, 2020.  http://31

maghrebs.ipower.com/newmaghrebistudies.nitle.org/index.php/maghrebi/literature/
key_literature_figures.html 
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career he published several fictional works depicting the lives of Berber people in 

Algeria, as well as analytical and linguistic works.   32

It is not clear how the three writers met, although it is likely they moved within 

the same intellectual or political circles. Zniber and Berrada’s paths might have crossed 

through their connections to the University of Rabat or the Moroccan Writers 

Association. It remains unknown whether these three authors held personal relationships 

with Fanon, or if any of the authors held a special interest in Fanon’s work beyond the 

work’s contents, or whether some entity might have commissioned the book. However, if 

Al Walid’s earlier comment about the youthful tone and youthful intended audience is to 

be accepted, it can be expected that the book’s main purpose was to educate and 

introduce Fanonist thinking as well as issues of decolonization. 

In August 1966, the Egyptian magazine Majalat al-Kitaab al-Araby, established 

by writers Ali Adham and Ahmad Issa in 1964, published an article by a writer named 

Emir Eskander reviewing Mu‘adhabu al-Ard.  Eskander actively published from the late 33

1950s until into the early 1970s, in periodicals such as al-Rissala al-Jadida (The New 

Message), al-Adab, and al-Fakir al-Muaasir (Contemporary Thought).  The Arab world 34

 Emmanuel K. Akyeampong and Henry Louis Gates, Jr., “Mammeri, Mouloud” in Dictionary of African 32

Biography, Oxford University Press, 2012.  https://www-oxfordreference-com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu:2444/
view/10.1093/acref/9780195382075.001.0001/acref-9780195382075-e-1255?rskey=0yMdxr&result=1 

 Muhammad Aman, Arab Periodicals and Serials: A Subject Bibliography, Routledge, 1979. Kindle 33

Version.

 Al Sharekh Online Archive, “Author Articles, Emir Eskander,” Accessed January 2020.  http://34

archive.alsharekh.org/AuthorArticles/749 
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welcomed a new edition of Mu‘adhabu al-Ard in 1996, so it is possible that this event 

and the publication of Eskander’s review are related. Of all the magazine articles 

discussed in this paper, Eskander’s is one of the only ones to include illustrations, which 

are the nondescript faces of militant men placed throughout the article. Eskander’s piece 

begins and ends with quotations. The beginning quotes, credited to Ahmed Ben Bella and 

Sartre, are about Fanon, while the concluding quotes come from Les Damnés de la terre.  

Eskander’s nine page book review begins with a short history of the book’s first 

publication in French as Les Damnés, to its Arabic translation by Durubi and al-Atassi.  35

This brief note indicates the likeliness of Eskander reviewing and reading the Dar al-

Tali’ah translation rather than the Al Khuri translation mentioned in the al-Adab 

announcements.. After a section devoted to detailing the major events of Fanon’s life, 

Eskander’s review enters a standard and comprehensive synopsis of the book.  

In August 1970, al-Maarifa published an article titled “Franz Fanun wa 

al-’unf” (Frantz Fanon and Violence) by an author who appears relatively unknown, 

Zeineb Djedri Al Miyati. The online archive Al Sharekh contains no information about 

her, and lists no other work under her name. The only visible clue about Al Miyati’s 

identity or life is one solitary word floating beneath her byline: Al-jaza’ir, which hints 

that Al Miyati was either Algerian or located in Algeria while she wrote her essay.  36

 Emir Eskander, “Mu‘adhabu al-Ard”, Al-Adab, Beirut, August 1966, page 1.  http://35

archive.alsharekh.org/Articles/127/15293/341014

 Zeineb Djedri Al Miyati, “Franz Fanun wa al-‘unf” al-Maarifa, August 1970, Page 83. http://36

archive.alsharekh.org/Articles/64/14215/317749
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Coincidentally, Mohamed Brahimi El Mili’s wife, the daughter of Sheikh Larbi Tébessi, 

was named Zeineb Djedri. Zeineb Djedri Brahimi worked as a journalist, so it is possible 

that she could be this Al Miyati character but as it stands there is no way of knowing for 

certain.  Additionally, the family name Al Miyati does not appear in a biographical 37

dictionary of Algeria.  38

The article Franz Fanun wa al-’unf appears in the same issue eulogizing al-

Maarifa’s former editor-in-chief (raa’is al-tahrir), Fawad Al Chayeb.  Al Chayeb favored 

socialist politics, held multiple civil servant positions for the Syrian Arab Republic, and 

published multiple works over the course of his writing career.  Fawad died in a bomb 39

attack by “Zionist forces” while serving as director of the offices of the Arab League in 

Buenos Aires, Argentina.  Al Miyati organizes her essay about Fanonist violence by 40

posing different questions which closely follow the development of the major trends of 

Fanonist thought. The first question interrogates the idea of Négritude and the translation 

of this political and cultural movement into Arabic. Al Miyati explores whether Négritude 

is “philosophy or a politics”, and the differences between the translations “al-Zunooja” or 

 Embassy Algiers, “Algerian International Visitors Mohamed Brahimi and Zineb Djadri Brahimi,” 37

Wikileaks Cable: 1976ALGIER01193_b, May 11, 1976, https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/
1976ALGIER01193_b.html

 Achour Cherufi, Dictionnaire ecncyclopédique de l’Algérie (Algiers: Éditions ANEP, 2007).38

 Al Hakawati, “People: Literati and Writers: Fawad Al Chayeb”, Last Modified 2013. al-39

hakawati.la.utexas.edu/2011/12/26/فؤاد-الشایب

 “Fawad al Chayeb” Author Identification Card, Syrian Story, Geneva, Switzerland, Last Modified 40

November 2, 2009. http://www.syrianstory.com/f.chayebe.htm 
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“al-Zinjiya”.  The second section looks at Fanon’s relationship to the Négritude 41

movement specifically, how it influenced him and his departures. The following section 

introduces Fanonist violence, questioning how Fanon met violence on a “clogged 

path” (tariq mesdood).  The next section concerns Fanon’s meeting with the Algerian 42

Revolution.  The final section is titled “Al ‘unf hallun ljamii’ almushaakel” (Violence is 43

a solution to Every Problem).  Al Miyati finishes the essay by providing her own 44

thoughts on Fanon and and the use of violence in revolutionary struggle.   

The Al Miyati article also provides interesting information through its few 

citations on the nature of translation and expansion of Fanon’s work throughout the Arab 

World. The first citation found in the article comes from Min Ajl Afriqiyya (Pour la 

Revolution Africaine), and lists the translator as Mohammed El Mili and the publisher as 

Al-Matbou’aat Al-Wataniya Al-Jaza’iriyya (Algerian National Printing House). The 

second book cited is the original Al-Atassi and Durubi translation of Mu‘adhabu al-Ard 

published by Dar al Tali’ah. Of the group of articles examined here, Al Miyati’s essay is 

the sole example of an article focused on discussing the major concepts of Fanon’s work. 

In comparison the other works, such as Eskander’s article or Al Naeem’s review and the 

 Al Miyati, 84 - 85.41

 Al Miyati, 85 - 88.42

 Al Miyati 86- 87.43

 Al Miyati, 89 - 90.44
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preface publications, primarily work to introduce readers to Fanon and advertise his 

books.  

Published almost a decade after the “Franz Fanun ‘aw Mu’araka al-Shau’ub al-

Mutakhalifa” (Frantz Fanon or The Battle of Developing Countries) book, the second full 

length publication about Fanon to emerge from the Arab world, “Franz Fanun wa al-

Thawra al-Jaza’riya,” (Frantz Fanon and the Algerian Revolution) takes a look at the 

intellectually and politically transactional relationship between Fanon and the Algerian 

Revolution. In his book, El Mili asserts that the revolution influenced Fanon’s intellectual 

and political trajectories. Written by Mohamed Brahimi El Mili and first published in 

1973 by Beiruti publishing house Al-Aouda (The Return), Frantz Fanon wa al-Thawra 

al-Jaza’riya met a considerable amount of success. Later editions of the book, reissued in 

1980 by Dar al-Thaqafa (Culture Publishing House), and in 2010 by Dar al-Kitaab al-

Arabi, (Arabic Book Publishing House) further expanded the book’s readership.  

Unlike Berrada, Mammeri, and Zniber, El Mili enjoyed a personal relationship 

with Fanon. El Mili opens his book with the story of his and Fanon’s first encounter. Both 

served as leadership members of the Jabhat al-Tahrir al-Watani (The National Liberation 

Front), and the two writers served as editors of the Liberation Front’s publication, El 

Moudjahid. Fanon supervised the French version of the mouthpiece, while El Mili 

supervised the Arabic. The two papers did not operate as translations of each other, but 
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rather as separate publications with different intended audiences under the same name.  45

Some articles in Arabic feature tidbits of information about their relationship. One article 

celebrating El Mili’s life shortly after his death remarked that El Mili and Fanon’s 

friendship flourished as a result of both men’s commitment to anti-colonial politics.  46

Another piece recalling El Mili’s life mentioned that El Mili and his wife, Zeineb Djedri, 

lived next door to Fanon during his stays in Morocco and Tunisia.   47

 El Mili enjoyed a higher degree of renown than the aforementioned intellectuals 

writing about about Fanon and his work. El Mili’s father, Mebarak El Mili (1896 - 1945), 

well known for his work as an Algerian historian, helped found the Jam’iyat al-’Ulamaa’ 

al-Jaza’riyyin (Algerian Muslim Scholars Association).  After his service to the Algerian 48

Revolution, El Mili served as a diplomat, holding various political positions throughout 

his career. Due to a long-term sickness, El Mili died in 2016 at the age of 94, which 

elicited many reactions from his readers and supporters. A 2016 compilation of 

memorials and testimonies titled  “Mohamed El Mili… al-Qawaa al-hi’d’aa,” contains 

multiple testimonies by academics and writers influenced in some way by El Mili’s 

 David Macey, Frantz Fanon: A Biography, Verso Books (2012), 8.45

 Ḥarakaa al-Bin’a’ al-Waṭaniyya, “Mujahid w al-Katib w al-Diblomasiyy al-Sabiq MohamedEl Mili fi 46

dhimaa allah”, El Binna, December, 9, 2016, Accessed January 2020. https://elbinaa.com/2016/12/09/ 
المجاھد-والكاتب-والدیبلوماسي-السابق

 Azraj Amer,  “Mu’s’aa Mohamed El Mili.” Al-Arab, January 5, 2015.Accessed January 2020. https://47

alarab.co.uk/مأساة محمد المیلي

 Embassy Algiers, 1.48
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work.  The first contributor, a writer and journalist named Hamid Abd Al Qadr, wrote 49

that he who “knew” El Mili through his writings before getting to know him as a person. 

Al Qadir read El Mili’s “Franz Fanun wa al-Thawra al-Jaza’riyya” in the mid-eighties, 

and said the book helped him to understand Fanon more deeply, beyond the face value of 

his resettlement from Martinique to Algeria.   50

One review of El Mili’s "Franz Fanun wa al-Thawra al-Jaza’riyya appeared in 

the monthly publication, al-Maarifa, in January 1975. Published by the Syrian Arab 

Republic’s Ministry of Culture and National Guidance, the journal published monthly 

from 1962 until 2011.  The author of this review, Abed Al Karim Al Naeem, worked as a 51

writer and poet, and published in magazines such as al-Maarifa and al-Adab, as well as 

alongside the Arab Writers Union of Damascus.  Enjoying a long career, he published 52

the bulk of his writing between the 1960s and 1980s, with the most recent publications 

appearing in 2011.  Al-Maarifa featured Al Naeem’s review of Franz Fanun wa al-53

Thawra al-Jaza’riyya as part of a Kitab Al Jadid (New Books) feature. Al Naeem begins 

 Al-Nasr first emerged in 1908 under the name “La Dépêche de Constantine” (Constantine’s Telegram). 49

Sometime after its nationalization and the transfer of its supervision to the National Liberation Front, the 
newspaper’s name changed to al-Nasr.

 “Mohamed El Mili… al-Qawa al-haad’ya.” Al Nasr Online, December 1, 2016. Accessed January 2020. 50
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Aman, Kindle Edition.51

 “Abed Al Karim Al Naeem”, Members, Union of Arab Writers - Damascus. Accessed January 2020. 52
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  Al Sharekh Online Archive, “Author Articles, Abed Al Karim Al Naeem,” Accessed January 2020. 53
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his review by mentioning the relationship between Fanon and El Mili, then detailing 

Fanon’s life leading up to the Algerian Revolution and Fanon’s participation as a 

diplomat for the FLN.  The second section of the review follows, which enters a more 54

detailed discussion of Fanon’s role in the revolution and features several pages of quotes 

from Fanon and El Mili. Al Naeem ends his review on a positive note, inviting the 

audience to read the “holistic glimpse ” (nadhra shamoliya) El Mili makes available 

through his book.  55

 When examined together, the tracing of this sample of work helps illuminate 

Fanon's presence in the Arab world after his death. Before his thought reached the 

Palestinian refugee camps and inspired political action, it circulated among progressive 

and left-leaning intellectual literary circles interested in issues of decolonization, 

revolution and anti-colonialism. Examination of these works also provides a snapshot of 

the translators, publishers, and writers introducing their audiences to Fanon. Zniber, 

Mammeri, Berrada and El Mili, the only authors of substantial studies about Fanonist 

thought written before the 1990s, represent a small but real Maghrebi interest in the topic. 

Further study could examine the extent to which these authors held a special interest in 

maintaining the memory of Fanon and his contributions, or whether their imagined Fanon 

as part of a Maghrebi heritage.  

 Abed Al Karim Al Naeem, “New Book: Franz Fanun wa al-Thawra al-Aljaza’iryya”, al-Maarifa, January 54

1975, p. 182 - 183.

 Al Naeem, 197.55
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The straightforward explanation, though, for this groups’ interest in Fanon lies in 

the group's language skills. Zniber, Berrada, Mammeri and El Mili each had full 

competency in the French language as a result of their studies in Paris and the history of 

French occupation in North Africa. Taking this detail into consideration, the three men 

were better situated than writers from other parts of the Arab world to dive into Fanon’s 

work. They also share this French language skills connection with the first translators of 

Fanon’s work, Jamal Al-Atassi and Sami Durubi, who experienced the French occupying 

presence on the other side of the Arab world in Syria.   

 By organizing these works in chronological order, it is possible to trace the spread 

of Fanon’s work across the Arab world, and how Mu‘adhabu al-Ard popularized Fanon 

among the progressive and sophisticated audiences of literary journals. The preface 

reprints employed a global figure, Sartre, to advertise the Fanon translation, and they 

contain little detail or mention about Fanon despite their clear intentions to advertise 

Fanon’s book. This is because despite his connections to the Algerian revolutionary 

movement, Fanon was not well known at the time. Those among the first to know him as 

a thinker and writer, like Idris, knew him through his connections to Sartre. The 1965 

book by Zniber, Berrada and Mammeri and its youthful, introductory tone make sense 

considering Fanon’s relatively unknown status.  

Although most of the publications discussed in this chapter devote significant 

space to fleshing out Fanon’s biographical details, the El Mili and Al Miyati writings 
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published in the 1970s dive deeper into Fanon’s thought. The very subject of El Mili’s 

book complicates Fanon’s relationship to Algeria, and the Al Miyati article attempts a 

deeper understanding of Fanon by studying one of Fanon's texts alongside the other. Al 

Miyati’s article also distinguishes itself from the others through its discussions of Fanon’s 

race and his relationship to the Négritude movement. Of course, other articles mentioned 

Fanon’s race but only Al Miyati allotted significant space to explaining or understanding 

the topic.  
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Chapter 2: Race and Third Worldism 

In the preface of the English translation of L'An V de la Révolution Algérienne (A Dying 

Colonialism), Argentine journalist and researcher of the Mexican Revolution Adolfo 

Atillo Gilly Malvagni wrote the opened the book with the following paragraph with a 

description of the world:  

 Revolution is mankind’s way of life today. This is the age of revolution; the ‘age  
 of indifference’ is gone forever. But the latter age paved the way for today; for the 
 great masses of mankind, while still suffering the greatest oppression and greatest  
 affronts to their dignity as human beings, never ceased to resist, to fight as well as 
 they could, to live in combat…. Capitalism is under siege, surrounded by a global  
 tide of revolution. And this revolution, still without a center, without a precise  
 form, has its own laws, its own life, and a depth of unity- accorded it by the same  
 masses who create it, who live it, who inspire each other across boundaries, give  
 each other spirit and encouragement, and learn from their collective   
 experiences. ”   56

Here, Gilly provides the book’s audience with a portrayal of the Third Worldist moment 

from the perspective of a revolutionary. He talks of a “global tide of revolution” that has 

no center and, no precise form because the revolution is not bound to one specific 

experience or location. Rather, this revolution is bound to the experience of colonization 

and subjugation- he writes, “the immense oppressed masses of the colonies and semi-

colonies….”  This experience transcends geographic and linguistic borders because the 57

goal of eradicating colonialism in the name of dignity and freedom is the same. 

 Frantz Fanon trans. Constance Farrington, “A Dying Colonialism”, Grove Press 1959, page 1.56

 Fanon,1.57
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 Gilly continues on to recount the various nuclei of the global revolution: China, 

Korea, Indo-China (Vietnam), and others. As he continues, Gilly describes Algeria as 

“open[ing] the gates to Zanzibar, to the Congo, Mali, Portuguese Guinea.” He marvels at 

the mass participation that occurred in Algeria whose victory required militant dedication 

from all members of society.  These examples highlight the transmissive nature of 58

revolutionary action. Algeria’s revolution shaped other African countries, who in turn 

shape another. These ideas of shared colonial experience and of global, connected 

revolution are the very ideas of Third World revolutionary thinking. In his concluding 

statements he emphasizes the connected nature of this revolution once more, “A Single 

line united Santo Domingo, Vietnam, Bolivia, Algeria: they are expressions of a single 

revolution that embraces the world.”   As Gilly demonstrates throughout his preface, this 59

political framework dominated the 1960s and 1970s and it is the political trend under 

which Al Miyati, El Mili, and Zniber, Berrada and Mammeri analyze the issues of racial 

and ethnic aspects of Fanonist thought.  

Of the two books and various articles mapped out in the previous chapter, only 

three of the works analyze Fanon’s books and ideas in substantial detail: the 1963 

compilation by Zniber, Berrada and Mammeri; the 1970 article by Zeineb Djedri Al 

Miyati, and the 1973 book by Mohamed El Mili. The other published works are not 

articles, but lengthy book reviews explicitly focused on summarizing the contents of a 
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book rather than analyzing them. Additionally as book reviews or previews, the primary 

intention of these written pieces is to advertise and stir a readership’s interest in Fanon 

and his books rather than to engage with the work itself. While the editors and authors of 

these advertising articles chose to highlight certain themes and pieces of information for 

specific reasons, they do not engage with Fanonist thought with the same depth as Al 

Miyati, El Mili or Zniber, Berrada, and Mammeri.    

The chapter that follows traces the direct and indirect instances of discussions 

about race and Blackness found within a sample of work by a group of Maghrebi authors 

publicizing Frantz Fanon to an Arab readership. By doing this, this chapter hopes to 

explore the contents of these three studies more deeply by examining the topic of race as 

it appears in the texts. In hopes of clarifying the ways that Arab writers communicated 

Fanon’s theories of race and armed struggle to their readerships, this paper also hopes to 

show how Arab writers absorbed Fanonist thought into an extant internationalist political 

framework.Through these observations, this paper serves a larger projecting hoping to 

demonstrate Fanon’s influence on anti-colonial and internationalist politics in the Arab 

world. 

RACE AND BLACKNESS 

Of the published works studied in this paper, the Al-Miyati article distinguishes itself 

from the others to the extent that it treats Fanon’s relationship to Blackness and the 

Négritude movement as central for understanding Fanon’s work, and as topics bearing 
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discussion at all. Obviously much shorter than the 1965 and 1973 full length publications, 

Al Miyati dedicates about three full pages out of a total of eight to her discussion about 

Négritude. In comparison to this, the El Mili and Zniber et. al. books do not devote any 

entire chapters or considerable sections of their publications to a discussion of racial 

politics or Black intellectual traditions. However, the two books do discuss the topic of 

Blackness in some regard, and both books appear to work within a Third Worldist frame 

of reference that naturally mentions “Black Africa” (afriqa al-souda), as well as the 

oppressed populations of the world more generally. As a result of this Third Worldist 

perspective, Black Africa appears in passing or as a footnote of Fanon’s life, without 

strong analysis or inquiry. The other writings used in this project briefly mention race 

through almost exclusively within their biographies or introductions of Fanon.  

The language used to describe Fanon’s race differs from one author to the next, 

and with no clear political or racial basis for their vocabulary choices. Any discussion of 

Fanon’s race is complicated by the various words used to indicate Blackness, such as 

afriqi, or African, which can refer to skin color, ethnicity, or origin. Two other words 

referring to blackness are used in these sources but appear to refer to skin color 

exclusively. One of them is aswad, which easily translates to the color black. The other, 

more complicated word that sometimes appears is zanj, which, according to 

contemporary commentaries on race in the Arab world, might carry a pejorative 
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connotation. This words’ designation as a slur or as pejorative is an ongoing debate in 

Arab societies. 

The work best equipped to address the racial meaning of “zanj” is the 2011 study 

of the 350 year long development of racial discourse along the West African Sahel and 

how people employed this discourse to perform social, economic and political work.  60

Throughout this book, Hall asserts that preexisting racial identities and configurations 

affected the public discourse of the modern period instead of European importation . As 61

he crafts this argument, he demonstrates that under Muslim rule, as in other regions of the 

world, blackness became associated with certain forms of slavery. For the Arabophone 

world, this association led to use of the word for slave, ‘abid, as a term to refer to Black 

people in some Arabic dialects.  In regards to the word “zanj,” Hall writes that 62

ascendant groups employed this term in order to project ownership over Black African 

people “ruled by Islam.”  An accusation of non-belief and non-Muslim status justified 63

the ownership of other groups, and as a result the word zanj became associated with 

enslaved non-Muslim Black African people. Any group that did not adhere to Islam could 

 Bruce Hall, “A  History of Race in Muslim West Africa 1600 - 1960,” (  60
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be enslaved, and groups who converted to Islam, such as the Bornu, Kano, Songhay, 

Mali, and others became “free Muslims” who could not be enslaved.    64

Linguistically speaking, the root of the word zanj does not link Blackness with 

enslavement, although it remains true that global markets targeted Black Africans as a 

source of slave labor, and that an Abbasid-era slave revolt bears the name “thawra al-

Zanj” (Zanj Rebellion).  As it remains, the complexity of this word and of 65

(anti-)Blackness and/or race in the Arab world are beyond the scope of this project but it 

is necessary to acknowledge that it is impossible to completely separate Black 

experiences from the history of global commercial slave labor, or from the racism and 

anti-Blackness originating from these markets and systems of racial oppression.   66

 The biographical information that appeared in writings about Fanon suggests that 

Fanon’s Blackness played a crucial role in forming his political framework. For example, 

in the author introduction pages of a 1968 edition of Les Damnés de la terre, Mohamed 

El Mili’s book, and the 1975 review by Abed Al Karim Al Naeem, derivations of the root 

zanj are used to describe either Fanon himself or his background. Meanwhile, the 1962 

Jean Paul Sartre publication by al-Adab describes Fanon as a “Black African” (al-afriqi 

 Hall, 53.64
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April 20 2019. http://www.hamptoninstitution.org/zanj-revolution-black-slave-
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 For studies on the etymology of the word, see “Toward A Definition of the Term Zanj”, Marina 66

Tolmacheva, 1986. 
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al-aswad).  In comparison, the Zniber, Berrada and Mammeri contribution does not 67

directly identify Fanon with any of the three words indicating Blackness. Instead the 

three authors primarily identify Fanon as a product of the Third World (al-’alam al-

thaalth) and of a colonized land. Evident throughout their writing, the three operate under 

the belief that a shared experience of subjugation and exploitation links the people of the 

Third World. 

El Mili’s writing also aligns with a Third Worldist perspective. El Mili’s considers 

Fanon a theorist from and for colonized societies, and places heavy political weight in the 

shared experience of oppression through which the people of the Third World build 

solidarity. Also, El Mili’s writing demonstrates an understanding of Algeria (and the 

Maghreb) as separated from what he refers to as “Black Africa “(Afriqiya al-aswad). He 

enters a tangential discussion about the vulnerability of the natural solidarity (tadhamin 

al-tabi'i) between these two geographic entities.  The paragraph reads, 68

 
 [it is] at this time that some of the African countries began to think of the   
 inspiration of the liberation of Algeria to plunge into the risk of armed struggle  
 (muarika musliha), it was the French Colonial devices working day and night to  
 break the natural solidarity of Black Africa with Algeria, and stitching new  
 colonial plans to replace the place of the old colonialism in Africa.”  

The perspective demonstrated here is a Third Worldist one, insofar that El Mili 

views (Black) African countries as drawing inspiration from Algeria’s war of liberation, 

Jamal Al Atassi and Sami Durubi, trans., The Wretched of the Earth, (Lebanon: Dar al-Tali’ah),  4. 67

 El Mili, 27.68
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and as able to draw liberationist inspiration from a common white, European oppressor. 

But this quote also discusses Algeria as if it were separate from the rest of Black Africa. 

So while this quote hints at a natural solidarity between Algeria and Black Africa, it does 

not yet reach a Pan-African understanding the way Fanon’s work would have.  

In his chapter,  Mouloud Mammeri summarizes the way he conceptualized 

Fanon’s various identities and their connections to the rest of the world. Describing 

Fanon’s belonging, Mammeri wrote:  

 
 ... I realized these human aspects, and embraced it completely until the end, and  
 because [Fanon] was black (aswad) since birth, and French in culture, and   
 Algerian in his direction and message. Verily he was formatted (mahiyaa) more  
 than any other to extract (istikhlaas) the philosophy of the revolution to the world  
 level.....”    69

 

In this quote, Mammeri writes that Fanon’s various statuses as a Black man, a French 

colonial subject, and Algerian revolutionary uniquely prepared him for extracting a 

liberationist message (the philosophy of revolution) and disseminating it throughout the 

world.   By identifying Fanon as “Algerian in direction and message,” Mammeri echoes 70

El Milli’s observation that Fanon makes a political and intellectual shift towards anti-

colonialism after his experiences in Algeria. For Mammeri and El Mili, Fanon’s 

relationship to Algeria is mutual and political. This quote also expresses a degree of 

 Zniber, Berrada, Mammeri, 107. 69
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separation between Black Africa and Algeria through its assertion that Fanon was Black 

by birth and politically Algerian.  

An overwhelming amount of the sources provide their readers with a great deal of 

information about Fanon’s birthplace, Martinique, with special focus given to the island’s 

history of French colonization and resistance. These rich discussions of Martiniquan 

history portray the writer’s understanding of the island as a home to fellow subjects of 

France. Through these descriptions and re-tellings of history, the writers communicated a 

shared experience of colonial domination. That the authors chose to include this 

information and their focus on a shared experience of colonialism reveals an interest in 

drawing connections between Algeria, the Maghreb, and the Arab world with more 

distant places.  

These Maghrebi authors writing about Fanon examined his life, work and theory 

within a political framework informed by Third Worldist politics and solidarity. This 

framework structured the observations made in their studies, especially the presence or 

absence of direct discussions of racial politics, anti-racism or Blackness. These authors 

saw Fanon as a liberation thinker producing theory applicable to and adaptable for their 

political and cultural aims, not simply a man who spent time in Algeria. Ultimately, each 

of these works examines violence a the key importance of Fanonist thought. But through 

their discussions of his thought, these authors describe Fanon’s intellectual and political 

experiences with race as an essential component for understanding his work. 
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FANON AND THE NÉGRITUDE MOVEMENT 

In her article, Al Miyati connects Fanon’s relationship to Négritude as an essential 

intellectual development that brought towards his understanding of political violence. A 

brief blurb on the title page displays her introductory questions in a tiny font, inquiring as 

to whether Fanon should be considered among the followers of Négritude (min 

almu’atnqii).  As she redirects this introductory discussion towards Fanonist violence, 71

she pinpoints a development taking place throughout Fanon’s written works between his 

time in France until his time with the Algerian Liberation Front. This corresponds with 

the timeframe between the publication of Peau noire, masques blancs to Les Damnés de 

la Terre. As she analysis Fanon’s development throughout this timeframe, she also 

determines that the the character of Fanon’s thought shifted from an individualized 

character to a collective character (taab’ahu al-faridii ila taab’a’ jimaa’ii).  This shift 72

towards a collective character launched his “revolution from Négritude” (thawra ‘ala al-

zinooja) and his thirst for violence (t’atishu ila al-’unf).  73

In his book, El Mili identifies a similar shift in Fanon’s writing as Al Miyati.  

Evaluating two quotes alongside each other, one from Peau noire, masques blancs and 

the other from Les Damnés de la Terre, El Milli’s work echoes assertion that the Algerian 
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Revolution influenced Fanon work politically.  El Mili argues that before the Algerian 74

Revolution Fanon refused to hold colonialism accountable for its crimes against previous 

generations.  El Mili describes this political repositioning as one from a passive 75

rejection against colonialism (al-rafdh al-salbii) to an assertive one (al-rafidh al-iyjabii). 

Ultimately, armed struggle solidifies this assertive rejection.  The collective character 76

identified by Al Miyati can be seen in these examples. Fanon’s recognition of colonialism 

as a system as the object of blame and the true solution in armed struggle speak to this 

collective character.  

In her discussion, Al Miyati identifies al-zinooja as the accurate, political 

translation of Négritude, and as a better translation than zinjiyya. Like other political 

words “imported” into Arabic discourse, multiple translations for the same word can exist 

and perhaps both zinoojiya and zinjiyya could be used interchangeably in a similar 

manner to the multiple translations for feminism (niswiya / nissa’iya). El Mili himself 

uses these terms interchangeably, employing both al-zinooja and al-zinjiyya to refer to 

Négritude in one of the brief sections discussing the literary movement at all. When 

referring to Négritude here, El Mili writes “al-zinjiyya ‘aw (or) al-zunooja,” indicating 

that both these words operated as sufficient translations of the word “Négritude.”   77

 El Mili, 187.74
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 Al Miyati locates the subtle differences between these two translations of 

Négritude, and ultimately prefers the translation she understand to wield a more direct 

political meaning. Illustrating how one translation is more political than the other, she 

points the reader towards the differences between the words al-‘arooba, which translates 

as “Arabism, Arabdom, the Arab idea or character” and al-‘arabiyya, which translates as 

“Arab, Arabic, Arabian.” The former example carries a more political ethos. Thus, the 

Arabic word al-zinooja serves as a more accurate translation of Négritude as a 

movement, philosophy, or set of politics than al-zinjiyya, which evokes a connection to 

Blackness but is missing a vital political character.  Demonstrating the necessary 

difference in meaning between Arabism and something that is Arabian, she continues on 

to define al-zinooja as an awareness of “ bi-sowaad al-bashara” (blackness in skin), or in 

more precise terms, an awareness “bi-’adam bi-bayadh al-bashara” (of a non-whiteness 

in skin). She cites a Sudanese delegation representative participating in a 1969 African 

Cultural Festival held in Algeria as the originator of this conceptualization of al-zinooja 

as an awareness.    

Beyond classifying al-zinooja as awareness, Al Miyati argues for the 

consideration of al-zinooja as a philosophy and as politics derived from an impossible 

reality (waaq’a istihaaliuyya) for Black people (here she used al-aswad) attempting to 

actualize the fate of white people (musiir al-abiyadh). Al Miyati does not specifically 

note what she means by the fate of white people, but considering the established de- and 
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anti- colonial atmosphere at the time of her articles publication, it is likely she refers to 

white Europeans’ proximity to power and privilege in a given society. The impossible 

quest of a Black colonial subject then becomes the pursuit of power and privilege through 

acceptance of colonial racial dynamics and an emulation of white settler behaviors in the 

hopes of lessening the power gap between the two groups. Al Miyati writes that this 

assimilationist solution could not and does not solve the actual problem, which is one of 

inequality, colonization and power. Unlike the assimilating colonial subject, the white 

colonizer does not have the ability to deceive himself (yukhaadu’u nafsahu) by 

overlooking a person’s skin color. From the realization of this inherent and inescapable 

racism, al-zinooja developed as a philosophy and as politics.   78

While the politics of the Négritude movement react against colonial systems of 

power,  Al Miyati criticizes al-zanooja by calling it an “inverted revenge,” (intiqam 

mu’akoos) concerned with the past and not with the present. From this point, Al Miyati 

begins to list her objections to al-zinooja. She explains that colonizers (al-abyadh al-

mutafawwiq) embrace al-zinooja as a political philosophy because it pushes its 

supporters, the colonized, towards feelings of “complacency and satisfaction” (al-artiyah 

wa al-ridhaa) regarding their otherwise subjugated positions in society. Furthermore, 

because al-zinooja only concerns itself with the past it cannot truly object to the “white 

European projects.”  As a result of this focus on the past, followers of al-zinooja tend to 79
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imagine (tsawar) “actual and false glories”, or imagine a false sense of superiority over 

white people. In turn, these feelings satiate any thirst for revenge (yshifii ghalil).  This 80

misplaced satisfaction obstructs the opportunity for revolutionary thinking and action.   

Al Miyati also labels the Négritude movement a form of “deception” (khid’a’) 

that failed to deceive Fanon “by virtue of his profession as sharpened sensitivity.”  81

Fanon held a similar position about Négritude, and is cited in El Mili's book as referring 

to the movement as “the deception of the Black world (khid’a al-’alam aswad).”  82

According to Al Miyati, Fanon displayed a different understanding of “the battle” (al-

ma’raka) against colonialism and oppression, understanding it as a political battle 

needing to engage with the present and future.  Similarly, El Mili admires Fanon’s 83

political focus upon the present and future rather than the past.  Négritude inability to 84

engage with the present situation limited its political value for the future. El Mili and Al 

Miyati argue that as Fanon’s work moved away from Négritude's political influence, his 

work became more political and better situated to reject colonialism.    
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INDIVIDUAL CHOICE AS POLITICAL ACT 

Al Miyati speculates that Fanon’s proximity to white environments (muhiit 

abiyadh), which he encountered through his schooling, professions and associations with 

the French left, resulted in his anti-Négritude stances (al-mudhaad lil-zinooja). On this 

topic, Al Miyati writes that Black individuals existing in proximity to white surroundings 

could not encounter illusions of achieved assimilation, power or status that in turn quench 

the thirst for vengeance. Here, Al Miyati means that the colonized or Black individual 

faced such extreme levels of racism in white spaces that they could not entertain the idea 

of assimilation. So the Black individual navigating white spaces finds themselves at a 

crossroads between “rebellion and revolution” (al-tamrrud wa al-thawra) or 

“subservience and surrender (al-hinoa’ wa al-istislam).”  In other words, the individual 85

confronts colonialism and must choose whether to reject it, and by doing so makes an 

individual decision to join the collective struggle against colonialism.  

This notion of choice similarly emerges in the Zniber, Berrada and Mammeri 

publication, suggesting that this group of Maghrebi writers viewed individual and 

personal choice as a political act. Fanon, a clear observer to the racism of the French 

colonial system, faced two decisions the authors describe here:  

 
 And when he traveled to France to pursue his advanced studies (dirasathu   
 al’aliyaa) the material temptations (al-agra’t) could not distract him (tilhiihu)  
 from preparing for the real battle and the supplying of weapons for the crisis. In  
 front of Fanon were two choices: choosing the side of easiness and complicity (al- 

 Al Miyati, 86.85
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 tiwaata’) with the existing colonial system that bribes (yurishi) the elite (sifawat)  
 of the educated to ensure a continuation of his interests… or choosing the path of  
 awareness (al-w’aia) to resist the colonial phenomena in all her forms, and to  
 break the chains of oppression (al-qawhr) and exploitation (al-istiglaal)   86

 

Here, the authors replicate Al Miyati’s observation that a proximity to whiteness forces a 

choice upon the Black and colonized individual. The authors suggest that Fanon’s time in 

France could have de-politicized him if not for his steadfastness. This is directly opposite 

to how the authors discuss Algeria, the location of his radicalization and politicization. 

For the Maghrebi authors, Fanon’s experiences in France did not discredit him, rather 

they provided him with another chance to prove his commitment to anti-colonialism.  

For the authors studied here, Fanon’s experiences as a Black man are essential for  

understanding his work. In their efforts to understand Fanonist thought and his political 

trajectory,  these authors did not separate Fanon’s theories from Fanon, the individual. 

This is evident from the inclusion of biographical details and interest in Martinique. 

Despite this, they saw Fanon’s theories as applicable to their own colonial situation, not 

just the situations identical to Fanon’s. When these authors criticize a set of political 

values for failing to focus its energy on the present and future, they criticize them for 

their inability to radically change the conditions of targeted populations in colonized and 

racist societies. As Al Miyati argued, Négritude failed to secure political strength for its 

followers, and so it could not serve Fanon’s project of liberation. Globally, the groups 
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most in need of liberationist Fanonist thought were groups that faced little to no options 

for negotiation or reform with their colonizing forces. They sought a more active 

approach for actualizing their political goals and Fanon’s support for armed struggle 

complemented their needs well.  

Still, Fanon’s writings on race did not establish themselves into the Arab political 

environment in the same way as his writings on violence and decolonization. Although 

this chapter spent time examining the space allocated to race and Blackness in these three 

works, Fanon’s theories of violence remain each publication’s dominant topic.  

This paper traced the different instances in which Blackness emerges as a topic of 

discussion in the Arab writings about Fanonist thought, and has also shown how the 

authors operated within a political perspective of Third Worldism that modified and 

redirected conversations about Blackness and race. Through a close reading of three 

different published works, this paper attempted to identify some of the focal points in the 

discussions of Fanon and Blackness, and found that the political nature of colonialism is 

what resonated most with the Maghrebi authors. This chapter finds that Fanon’s Arab 

readership found commonalities through a shared experience of colonization and racial or 

ethnic subjugation at the hands of Europe.  
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Chapter 3: “Decolonization is always a violent phenomenon” 

 From all of Fanon’s body of work, Les Damnes de la terre enjoyed the most 

esteem and attention in the Arab world. So frequently described as a “handbook,” this 

text speaks directly to colonized people facing violence at every turn under racist and 

alienating systems. As Fanon’s Arabophone audience noted, his remedy for this alienation 

repurposed the violent energy of colonialism against itself. He describes this process:  

 The violence which has ruled over the ordering of the colonial world,  
 which has ceaselessly drummed the rhythm for the destruction of native  
 social forms and broken up without reserve the the systems of reference of 
 the economy, the customs of dress and external life, that same violence  
 will be claimed and taken over by the native at the moment when,   
 deciding to embody history in his own person, he surges into the forbidden 
 quarters. To wreck the colonial world is henceforth a mental picture  
 of action which is very clear, very easy to understand and which may  
 be assumed by each one of the individuals which constitute the   
 colonized people.   87

The paragraph above recounts that violence controls the colonial world, dictating its path 

and actions in a way that destroys the culture, life and spirit of its victims. Here, Fanon 

validates the inversion of colonial violence against itself, evoking the politicization 

(mental picture of action) taking place in all peoples of a society, as he noted about 

Algeria and elsewhere. It is this Fanonist mode of thinking that the Arab writers 

spotlighted, and where they seem to find the most value with Fanon.  

 Frantz Fanon trans. Constance Farrington, The Wretched of the Earth, New York: Grove Press, 1963, 40.87
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 This final chapter examines the Zniber, El Mili, and Al Miyati texts, focusing on 

their various interpretations of Fanonist theories of decolonization and violence. 

Although no evidence indicates these authors wrote in dialogue with each other, their 

work overlaps in certain key arenas as a result of shared values and perspective. Each of 

them places a unique significance upon Fanon’s relocation to Algeria and his 

participation in the anti-colonial movement there. Two of the authors, El Mili and Al 

Miyati, observe that Fanon’s publications before his encounter with the Algerian 

Revolution lack a revolutionary character. Zniber’s chapter reaches the same conclusion 

about Fanon’s work as the other two authors, albeit more passively since his work’s 

primary objective is not to attempt to identify shifts in Fanon’s work. Whereas El Mili 

and Al Miyati directly articulate the Algerian Revolution as a radicalizing and politicizing 

stage for Fanon, Zniber only acknowledges the Algerian Revolution as the setting in 

which Fanon writes the quintessentially anti-colonial text Les Damnés de la terre. The 

Zniber chapter also focuses on Fanonist theory’s connections to decolonization through 

national liberation.   Although individually, all three of the authors agree that politically 

revolutionary violence is the major tenet of Fanonist thought.  

This chapter will begin with a broad description of the three texts as they relate to 

Fanonist violence, highlighting the variations in purpose and analytical strategy for each 

author. From there, the chapter discusses the similarities found amongst the three texts, 

namely the importance of Algeria and the endorsement of violence as a means of 
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decolonization. First, I will discuss some of the criticisms directed at Fanon’s early 

writings and how these authors viewed Fanon’s relationship to European intellectuals. 

Then, I will outline how the authors described Fanon’s politicization during the Algerian 

revolution. Then, I will move towards the subject of violence in more detail. Of the three 

authors studied here, only El Mili makes reference to the idea of “Fanonist thought” It is 

important to notice that of the three authors, only El Mili makes reference to the idea of 

“Fanonist thought.” This suggests that as early as the 1970s, Arab intellectuals regarded 

Fanon a theorist in his own right and unattached from Sartre. The other two authors do 

not use the term “Fanonist thought,” but they appear to treat Fanon as a the originator of a 

unique kind of revolutionary violence that becomes Fanonist in Les Damnés de la terre. 

Zniber’s contributed chapter to 1965’s  Frantz Fanon and the Battle of 

Developing Peoples, “Revolution is the basis of liberation,” seeks to explain the main 

tenets of Fanonist thought to its readers. Divided into various subtitles, the chapter 

provides a broad explanation of Fanonist thinking to it its readership through general 

discussion guided by key excerpts of Mu‘adhabu al-Ard. Zniber begins this explanation 

by discussing the political role of the writer, which he describes as a respondent to the 

problems of their time, as well as as an interpreter of their generation’s humanity. 

According to Zniber, these acts requires intellectual boldness, strength in emotions and 

feelings, thoughtfulness and honesty, and an awareness of surroundings from the writer.   88

 Zniber et. al., 23.88
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This section continues by describing  “intellectual courage” (al-shijaa’at al-fikariyya) as 

the most important descriptor of “the intellectual writer” (al-kaatib al-mufakir), a 

character who exists across different historical junctures. The chief quality for this 

intellectual writer to possess, and then to provide, for their historical moment is a 

collective politics, where “he reaches the call of the collective (jami’a’)” and “he rises to 

his duty as a thinker and as an individual with respect to his society.”  This thinker must 89

also demonstrate moral and spiritual advantages, which are influenced by his 

positionality in regards to the responsibilities he bears towards his countrymen and 

humanity in general.   90

For Zniber, Frantz Fanon and his writings demonstrate these qualities, especially 

in Les Damnés de la terre. He writes: 

Actually, Fanon is the intellectual writer who was able to study deeply the 
problems of the developing world (al-alam al-mutikhalif) in its entirety, 
and that he broke into the truth in [the truth’s] depths. Without any prestige 
or fear or favor. He did not fear to use the corresponding words of the 
reality (al-kalimat al-mutabaqat lil-waaq’a), and he does not express his 
thoughts with metaphors (bil-faaadh al-majaz), allegories (al-isti’aaraat) 
and metaphors (al-kinaayat), but rather with bare, blunt, real words as is 
correct in the face of humanity. 

 As such, Zniber argues that the value of reading and understanding Fanon reaches 

beyond the content or message of his writing. Zniber proposes Fanon’s very lifestyle as 

both a theorist and participant of revolution should be admired and emulated. Through a 
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study of Fanon as a revolutionary example, Zniber’s readership might absorb Fanonist 

thought and Fanon’s character. Later on in the chapter, Zniber offers the benefit of 

studying Fanon: “...The importance is that we see in his persona and in his writings the 

man that thinks of salvation.”   91

Unlike El Mili and Al Miyati, Zniber does not communicate that he noticed a 

political shift in Fanon’s work that could be linked to his experience in Algeria, but he did 

treat that Fanon’s to the Algerian Revolution as significant. Additionally, his chapter 

“Revolution is the basis of liberation” only cites passages from Les Damnés de la terre, 

giving the impression that Zniber considered this book the embodiment of Fanonist 

thought. 

In comparison, El Mili’s book Franz Fanun wa al-Thawra al-Jaza’riyya primarily 

seeks to explore Fanon’s intellectual trajectory. Through this exploration El Mili 

identifies the Algerian Revolution as the impetus for a major intellectual and political 

shift in Fanon’s thinking. Organizing Fanon’s political and intellectual trajectories into 

different stages (marhala) that begin with Peau noire, masques blancs and end with Les 

Damnés de la terre, El Mili uses Fanon’s writings as evidence to support this claim.  El 92

Mili states, “...To understand the extent of the influence that the Algerian Revolution 

created in Fanon…. In himself and his thoughts… we must read his writings…”  93
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Additionally, El Mili’s summarizes his approach to the study of Fanon in the following 

quote: 

 
 like this reading [El Mili’s analysis] which considers the historical sequence (al- 
 tasilsil), it is necessary to follow the graphic line (al-khat al-bayaani) of   
 Fanonist  thought, especially and surely the collective/participatory extent (al- 94

 qadir al-mushtarik min) of violence in his writings [that] might make the   
 command (al-’mr) mixed up upon us. So we do not try classifying the shades of  
 Fanonist violence on the one hand, and we do not try on the other hand to make  
 visible the intellectual positions that differ and sometimes contradict from other  
 stages.  95

Here, El Mili discusses the political evolution of Fanonist violence through the 

organizational framework of developmental stages. By studying the “graphic line 

of Fanonist thought,” El Mili follows the development of Fanon’s politics of the 

individual towards collective politics. 

Following her study of Fanon and the Négritude movement, Al Miyati 

begins her discussion of Fanonist violence. Her first section, “Fanon meets with 

violence on a clogged path,”  introduces her exploration of this violence, her 

discovery of the political and intellectual shift of Fanon’s writings. For Al Miyati, 

Fanon’s early body of work reveals a strong influence of the Négritude movement, 

which resulted in Fanon’s emphasis upon an “individual political character.” The 

Algerian Revolution pulled Fanon away from the Négritude movement, Al Miyati 

 The line reads “al-fakir al-qanoni,” which translates to “legal thought”, but this does not make any sense 94

in this context and I’m pretty sure that it is a typo. Elsewhere he also discusses “al-fakir al-fanoni” 
“Fanonist thought”. 
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argues, after which his work took a more collective political character and 

developed a newfound interest in theorizing violence. According to El Mili, the 

conclusions to Peau noire, masques blancs and Pour la Revolution Africaine do 

not differ, they both demonstrated “the same humanist character, the same 

individual outlook towards humanity.”  Al Miyati’s writing and observations, on 96

the other hand, seem to be a hybrid of El Mili’s textual and Zniber’s conceptual 

approach, but ultimately she measures Fanon’s revolutionary violence through its 

collective nature and its potential for exportation into settings beyond Algeria.   

Al Miyati and El Mili, who both identified a political shift in between Fanon’s 

first and last publications, wrote about the political shortcomings of Fanon’s earlier 

works. Their major criticism of Fanon at this stage arises from the focus on individual 

freedom over collective freedom, which they ultimately trace back to Fanon’s western 

and humanist origins. That being said, they do not directly oppose the anti-racist nature of 

his early work, but instead argue that his thinking is limited for achieving politically 

revolutionary goals.  

As discussed in the previous chapter about Fanon and race, Al Miyati observed 

that Fanon's proximity to whiteness informed his individual political awareness regarding 

the relationship between white colonists and the people they colonized. Fanon began 

cultivating this awareness during his time as a French soldier, and as he navigated the 
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French educational system.  While Fanon’s proximity to whiteness in these spaces 97

ultimately served as a force motivating him to reach a necessary political awareness 

about racism, Al Miyati also suggests that this closeness to western intellectual circles 

prevented him Fanon from developing revolutionary politics. On this topic Al Miyati 

wrote,  

 
 But the objectivity imposed on us to say [that] Fanon’s meeting with the Algerian  
 Revolution was not accomplished in one effort, or for the sake of solving his  
 individual problem only. The truth is more complicated than that. It is not   
 permissible to forget that Fanon was an intellectual in a western climate (minakh)  
 dominated by a thinking known as Humanism. And do not forget that Fanon  
 studied philosophy, as he said to any one who knew him, and there is no doubt  
 that this formation may [have] prompted him towards withdrawing from violence  
 and revolution. But a withdrawal from violence and of revolution made him  
 stand… next to the white European.  98

Here, Al Miyati asserts that Fanon’s studies in philosophy, and the influence and presence 

of Humanist trends in his work, were depoliticizing force. They inhibited the shift 

revolutionary thinking and anti-colonialism found in Fanon’s later writings. 

For his part, El Mili lays out how Fanon’s early theories neglected to 

communicate a revolutionary commitment, and he calls into question Fanon’s tendency to 

focus on individual freedom as a metric for measuring liberation. He wrote,  “What was 

important to Fanon [at this time] was not the struggle of his people (kifah sh’abihi) for 

the sake of national independence, but the struggle of the individual Antillean (kifah al-

 Fanon served in the French Army from 1943  to 1945. He studied at the Université de Lyon, earning 97

degrees in medicine and psychiatry between 1946 and 1951.
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fard al-antili) for the sake of a better life in the domain of French unity.” Here, El Mili 

describes Peau noire, masques blancs-era Fanon as continuing to work within a vision of 

French belonging rather than from an anti-colonial political leaning. He continues that at 

this stage, Fanon “did not think ever in revolution against French colonialism with all her 

[French Colonialism’s] forms and his [Fanon’s] political tints, and his economic and 

cultural shades.”   99

Like Zniber, who draws links between Fanonist violence and national struggle, El 

Mili also makes a connection between revolutionary thought and nationalist politics. This 

is probably because nationalist politics provide otherwise aimless popular energy a 

political goal, such as national liberation. For this reason, nationalist politics inherently 

carry a collective political character. He writes, 

 
  Fanon’s position on racism, and his violence (‘unf) against it, is a humanist  
 position (mawqaf insaani). It is not different from Sartre’s position and it is not a  
 nationalist position (mawqif watina). And for this was not the violence of Fanon  
 and his outcry against white racism. It is less than (yuqalil) his violence and his  
 outcry against Négritude (al-zinooja), because this, but its expression of it   
 [Négritude's] generation/progression from white racism, its anti-thesis (naqidha)  
 for her [racism] was empty like [al-zinooja] from a humanistic (al-insani)   
 dimension.    100

Here, El Mili explains that the early Fanon had not yet attained the politicization 

necessary for understanding the utility of revolutionary violence. Instead, Fanon’s 
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response, a humanist position, provided little political weight and did not attempt to 

eradicate the colonial system. In fact, when El Mili writes that Fanon’s humanist position 

was a reaction to white racism, he argues that this position only opposed racism under the 

umbrella of colonialism.  El Mili makes these points to further argue that at this stage, 

Fanonist thought had not fully fractured from a Western framework.  El Mili wrote, “This 

humanist position, in a wide meaning, is what Fanon took before the Algerian 

Revolution, [it possesses] a certain character and falls under a one and [aw] only 

framework - and this framework is of Western thought and of western civilization.”  101

Through this observation, El Mili designates humanism as a western framework and 

ultimately argues that western frameworks could not liberate colonized people. Fanonist 

thought became liberationist once it became anti- and de-colonial, and this development 

did not occur until after his involvement in the Algerian Revolution. 

El Mili further develops the point, writing “So [the] Fanon that we noticed, he 

was, in this first stage of his intellectual life, rebelling against the past for reasons we 

have explained, Fanon [at] this stage did not rebel against the past, all the past but he was 

rebelling against a specific past (maadhi maiyn), the past of Martinique and past of black 

people (al-zinooj) in general terms. ” Here, El Mili asserts that Fanon originally 102

operated within a western intellectual framework and that his experiences in Algeria 

politicized him and moved him in a different, more political direction. 
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 For Zniber, Fanon shifts from a western and individual framework to a 

framework of national liberation that must be innately anti- and de-colonial in order to 

achieve its political goals. Much of Zniber’s discussion about violence references or 

draws direct links to national struggle (kifah al-tahrir or tahrir al-watan). The language 

used and the connections made fit well with the anti- and de-colonial politics dominating 

the Arab World at this time. Published in 1973, “Franz Fanun ‘aw Mu’araka al-Shau’ub 

al-Mutakhalifa” often makes reference to the Algerian revolutionary victory, and speaks 

to an audience sympathetic to the global national liberation movements of the decade. In 

his chapter’s introduction, Zniber references the problems of his time.  The problems he 103

refers to are problems of national liberation and actual independence, problems stemming 

from recent colonial situations and decolonization projects. 

NATIONAL LIBERATION AND POLITICIZATION 

As Zniber indicates in his chapter, the adversaries of the revolutionary period, 

feebleness and a false sense of independence remained a threat during the decolonization 

period. These adversaries emanated from the complacency and collaboration of the 

colonial experience. Rooted in colonialism, these threats can only be eliminated through 

revolutionary violence. On this topic Zniber wrote: 

 
 As for actual independence, which is obtained through a violent, revolutionary  
 path, the power [of the violent, revolutionary path] is the sole guarantor for  
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 eliminating colonialism, a real elimination. And when armed struggle (al-thawra  
 al-muslaha) carries on it becomes able to make the people in the urban centers  
 (al-howadhr) and the rural centers (al-bidawii) aware, for the sake of building [the 
 people’s] future, and cleansing its classes from regressive elements and feebleness 
 (al-mutakhadil).” And with this path the people are able to approach colonialism  
 face-to-face, and eliminate all its tools and its intrigues, and achieve real   
 independence, not fake independence.  104

As depicted in the quote, successful revolutions lead to two outcomes. First, there is a 

political independence to be gained that manifests as a nation’s self determination, or as 

political sovereignty. Secondly, there is the political awareness or politicization to be 

obtained by the individuals participating in revolutionary work. Moreover, one can see 

here how Zniber grapples with individual and collective forms of freedom that can be 

achieved by participants of a revolution. A person achieves individual independence 

through their decision to completely reject an oppressors by participating in a true and 

violent revolt. The collective independence to be gained is the political outcome of a 

revolution, or the self-determination of a formerly colonized nation. The “actual 

independence” Zniber begins his discussion with includes both types of independence 

because of the physical, moral and political subjugation resulting from colonialism.  

El Mili’s example of Fanon’s politicization and intellectual shift through the 

Algerian Revolution augments Zniber’s assertion that participation in collective 

revolutionary activity politicizes and liberates an individual. El Mili wrote: “So [Fanon] 

was not revolutionary because his call had not been inserted into the scope of the people’s 
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movement, and not into the nationalist framework. But he at the same time was revolting 

against the modes of existence, he refused delivery of it and called for it to change.”  105

Here, El Mili measures Fanonist thought’s revolutionary capacity through its ability to 

engage with a popular movement and whether it emits a political collective character. El 

Mili did not see this quality in Fanon’s earlier works and for this reason does not consider 

it “revolutionary”. 

REVOLUTIONARY FANONIST VIOLENCE 

Despite the influence of western intellectual trends, Fanon did not withdraw from 

violence and revolution. Al Miyati wrote, “and it seems that all of his professions and 

culture, in addition to his ethnic position, helped him to choose the path of revolution and 

violence….” In support of her assertion, Al Miyati specifies three experiences that moved 

Fanon towards his participation in the Algerian Revolution and ultimately the path of 

revolution and violence. First, his work with and study of psychological cases of colonial 

torture and violence allowed him to “peruse the brutal extent of Europeans” he once 

stood alongside as a humanism-oriented thinker.  His vocation first brought him to 106

Algeria, and through the nature of his work he confronted the physical and psychological 

impact of Algeria’s colonization. Secondly, Al Miyati contends that the early Fanon 
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moved towards existentialism and Marxism, which substantiated liberationist messages 

and aligned him towards revolution.  

Al Miyati portrays the third experience, Fanon’s racial positioning (wadiyahu 

al-’araqiya), as the strongest source of Fanon’s politicization because it led him to 

empathize with the Algerians he met. She writes, “In my opinion, [Fanon’s ethnicity] is 

the most important factor that pushed Fanon towards violence and the Algerian 

Revolution.”  Al Miyati described Fanon as feeling a sense of empathy and connection 107

with the Algerian people he encountered through his psychiatric work. This feeling, she 

argued, proved insufficient for solving the problems of colonial oppression. However 

through this common ground of experienced subjugation, Fanon reached the source of his 

political shift towards anti-colonialism.   

To discuss the relationship between Fanon and violence, Al Miyati connects 

Fanon’s encounter with violence to the politicization he experienced as a Black man 

operating within a constantly racist, colonial system. Fanon’s proximity to whiteness as 

an adult exacerbated this awareness, as well as feelings of isolation. These feelings of 

isolation and inequality in turn generated Fanon’s “thirst” for violence. Al Miyati writes: 

“He is very sensitive because he imagines that he is alone in a domain of all of his 

enemies, because [the domain] is filled with white people. And he is thirsty for violence, 
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because nothing but violence which is a solution to this problem.”  Through these 108

feelings of isolation, Fanon recognized the political benefit of violence.  

From this point Al Miyati describes the need for Fanonian violence through the 

metaphor of quenchable thirst (yushifi ghalil), using this imagery to describe the gradual 

build up of pressure leading to violence. This imagery also refers to the title of the 

introductory sub-section dedicated to violence, “Fanon Meets Violence on a Clogged 

Path.” Through this image of thirst, she references the title of this section and the 

“clogged path” in which Fanon meets with violence. As the thirst for violence builds with 

no outlet, it becomes “clogged” until it finds a release. Likewise, this thirst for violence 

builds within colonized people, who experience daily, minute forms of violence in 

inherently racist societies. Ultimately, this thirst builds a demand for violence in the form 

of rebellion and revolution. She writes:  

It is this thirst for violence, and this belief for violence is the one solution 
for the problem of the black color itself, which doubled Fanon’s feeling of 
helplessness … so what could he do in the middle of the 20th century, and 
wherever he turned he did not find any appearances demonstrating a rising 
possibility of revolution in this country or [a revolution] in the countries of 
Black Africa., and so the thirst for violence increased..  the thirst increased 
like an actual thirst— and with that past knowledge there is no visible 
effect of water… [or] that violence. The individual thirst towards violence, 
ends with narrow enslavement.   109
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In a sub-section titled “From Enslavement to Independence”,  Zniber also 

explores the need for Fanonist violence. Like Al Miyati, Zniber supports the belief that 

violence serves as the solution to colonialism because of the overt, physical violence 

imposed on colonized people as well as the covert, mental violence that is internalized by 

them. He writes, “And all this does not reach colonialism except with the way of 

violence...for it subjugated the people physically (maadiyaan) and morally 

(manowiyan).”  Thus, Zniber describes the depth of colonialism’s violence, which 110

affects its victims morally. Violent revolution responds to this inherently violent mental 

and physical subjugation. Zniber continues to describe the extent of the inherent violence 

of colonialism, stating,  “This colonial world which was built from the first time by 

violence, it is not possible to eliminate it [the colonial world] except with violence. And 

the elimination of it requires the complete eradication, and erasing all its sediments, 

whether economic or cultural.” 

THE EXPORTATION OF FANONIST THOUGHT 

Al Miyati concludes her discussion of Fanonist violence with a section titled 

“Violence is the Solution for all Problems,” where she discusses the potentiality of 

applying Fanon’s theory of violence became beyond Algeria. Al Miyati reminds her 

readers that Fanon discovered “the cure to his thirst for violence” (tushifi ghalil ila 

al-‘unf) throughout the course of the Algerian Revolution. Although Fanon died before 
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the end of the Algerian Revolution, he witnessed its final years and sensed the FLN’s 

impending victory as well as opportunities for exporting the revolution to other colonized 

societies. For Fanon, the problem of colonial oppression extended beyond his individual 

experiences in Martinique and in Algeria, and his remedy applied to colonial societies 

throughout the world. In the article, Al Miyati writes that the revolution’s increasing 

successes “pushed [Fanon] more and more towards attaching with violence as a solution 

to every problem, and as purification for every people/country (lil-jmi’i al-shu’oub) of 

the colonial powers, and the illnesses of the bourgeoisie, and decay.” The Algerian 

experience informed Fanon’s theories of violence, but these theories intended to and did 

extend far beyond the Algerian case.  

To explain how Fanon reached and understood the utility of violence for people in 

search of liberation, Al Miyati pays attention to how Fanon viewed colonial systems. Al 

Miyati writes, “Fanon came to believe in violence because colonialism is absolute 

violence, devoid of all thought.” She supported this claim with a citation from the 1963 

edition of Mu‘adhabu al-Ard, which described colonialism as a “furious violence” (‘unf 

haa’ij) unable to yield to anything but a “more powerful violence.”  Later on, though, 111

she writes that despite standing in agreement that “colonialism is a furious (ha’ij) 

violence, it is not correct that [colonialism is a violence] devoid of thinking.” Through 

this quote Al Miyati extracts a political argument made by Fanon. Colonial systems are 
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not “devoid of thought,” nor do they employ violence haphazardly or by accident. Rather, 

they are designed with a political goal of conquest, exploitation and rule that is only 

achievable through violent means. Any response aiming to eradicate such a system 

requires an equally political goal.  She continues, “So if direct colonialism (al-istiamar 

al-mubashir) was successful in the past, and modern colonialism (al-istiamar  al-hadith) 

succeeds today, then [colonialism] used violence and also used political thinking.” The 

response to eradicate colonialism must match in a violence and political quality, and 

Fanon’s path to liberation blended these two qualities. A second paragraph quoted from 

Mu‘adhabu al-Ard gives indication into how Al Miyati understood Fanonist violence. An 

excerpt reads: “...violence is the ideal way (altariqa almithaaliyya). Colonized people are 

liberated from violence through violence.”    112

Al Miyati continues, “And at this basis Fanon went farther than that... that is, to 

consider violence as the method guide (dalil al-wasila) and the end guide  (daliil al-

ghaaya).”  Through this quotation, Al Miyati affirms how Fanon’s theories of violence 113

reflected the violence of colonialism onto itself.  Here, Al Miyati demonstrates Fanon’s 

rationale for violence. Colonized people experience an unthinking, furious violence that 

must be responded to with a violence made more powerful through a political goal of 

liberation. 
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This chapter has attempted to examine three separate authors’ efforts to 

communicate and conceptualize Fanonist violence. Each of these authors identifies 

Fanon’s time in and involvement with revolutionary Algeria as an influential force in his 

political formation. Of course the three authors studied here did not see the Algerian 

Revolution as the sole source of revolutionary thinking, but rather a new framework 

within which Fanon became politicized and radicalized. Fanon encountered Algeria 

during a key moment of revolutionary history dominated by political demands for 

national liberation, self-determination and decolonization, as well as a tangible victory 

for armed struggle and guerrilla warfare.  Although the three authors do not directly call 

this a shift towards anti-colonial politics- they instead use the word revolution or 

revolutionary- it appears that Fanon takes a more anti-colonial approach to his writings 

after establishing himself in Algeria.  

Through the study of these three authors and how they discuss Fanon’s political 

transformations in relation to Algeria, we are able to get a sense of how the authors 

themselves understood revolution and revolutionary violence.  For example, El Mili and 

Al Miyati measure political revolutionary capacity through the presence of an intention to 

eliminate colonialism. Additionally, each of the authors seems to agree that politics 

focusing on the liberation of group rather than individual freedom, such as nationalist 

politics, carry more revolutionary fervor. 
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Conclusion 

This thesis deals with Arabic language commentaries on Frantz Fanon in the 

1970s in two major ways. First, it sketched the network that first read Fanon, translated 

his work, and distributed it to Arab readerships. From there, it assessed some of the major 

political themes found within these Arabic-language studies. Through this examination, 

this project shows that the Arab world consumed Fanon’s work and took his work 

seriously. The studies of Fanonist thought indicate that at least part of the Arab world- the 

Maghrebi writers and similarly minded people, envisaged Fanon as a theorist of 

liberation and revolution who could speak to the colonial situation. These observations 

allow for a more complete view of the absorption of Fanonist thought into Arab anti-

colonialism from the 1970s onwards. From this point, we are able to better understand 

how Fanon made it to the revolutionary Palestinian refugee camps, a topic in need of 

future study. 

This project remained fixated upon the reception and discourse around Fanon’s 

words and theories, not on actual Fanonist practice. An example of Fanonist practice in 

the Arab world certainly exists within the example of the Palestinian Revolutionary 

Movement, as Sue Ann Harding points out in her article.  In recent years multiple 114

articles have drawn connections to Palestine and Fanon. One such article, Nick Rodrigo’s 

four part series, “Fanon in Palestine”, argues that Fanon’s philosophy granted colonized 
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people a “blueprint” for liberation that did not glorify violence but acknowledged the 

inherent violence of colonialism that could only be eliminated with equal violence. The 

struggle to free Palestine from Israel’s “neo-colonial” project, then, is a continuation the 

larger national liberation movements.  Another article, written by Nasser Rego, reads 115

Fanon alongside an episode in recent history, where an Arab Supreme Court Justice faced 

outrage after he refused to sing a part of a song during a celebration of a judge’s 

appointment to the Israeli supreme court. Rego understands the outrage at the Court 

Justice through what he refers to as the “Fanonian white mythos” of the Israeli courts. By 

this, he means that the legal framing of the occupation made Palestinian(s) “immersed in 

but unequal before the law.” Additionally, Rego underlines a variety of emancipation that 

takes place in small, daily forms of resistance such as refusing to sing a lyric that occurs 

when a colonized person “realizes [their] humanity” and asserts their equality to the 

settler through defiance. 

 Acknowledgement of the connection between Fanon and the Palestinian 

Revolutionary Movement appeared in older studies as well.  Yehoshafat Harkabi, who 

served in the Israeli Defense Forces before teaching at the Hebrew University, wrote a 

paper about “Fedayeen Action and Arab Strategy”  in 1968. In this paper, a section 

labeled  the “Adulation of Violence” directly discusses this connection. Beginning with a 

discussion of Fateh’s citation of Les Damnés de la terre, Harkabi observes that Fanon’s 
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presence exists across Fateh’s publications. Immediately after, Harkabi makes his 

judgements known when he describes the Fateh texts as evidence of  “a world of 

simmering frustrated hatred and a drive for unquenchable hatred.”  116

 A March 1972 book review titled “Arab Resistance Through Israeli Eyes”  

published in a monthly magazine by the Jaysh al-Tahrir al-Falastini (Palestinian 

Liberation Army) reviewed Harkabi’s book, asserting that Harkabi ignored the bond 

between the Algerian and Palestinian revolutions. Harkabi also inaccurately denounces 

the Algerian Revolution for failing to leave behind a revolutionary curriculum from 

which the Palestinian movement could study and learn. Here, the point is followed with 

another observed miscalculation “Harkabi considers Fanon’s contribution within the 

context of ideology.”  Through this point it can be assumed that at least the authors and 117

editors of this magazine believed that there did in fact exist a revolutionary curriculum to 

study and inform their actions. Additionally, through pointing out that Harkabi considers 

Fanon as within the context of ideology rather than political inspiration and guidance 

demonstrates Harkabi’s fundamental misunderstanding of Fanonist thought and the 

interpretation of the Palestinian revolutionaries. Despite these criticisms, the organization 
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calls Harkabi’s monograph “tightly-organized, well-written… reflect[ing] a disciplined 

mind at work, moving consistently and consciously towards its conclusion.”   118

Of course a clear connection between the issue of Palestine’s occupation and 

Fanonist thought emerged from the Sartre’s betrayal in 1967 and Josie Fanon’s decision 

to remove the Sartre preface from subsequent re-editions of Les Damnés de la terre 

Asked in an interview to explain her decision, Josie said: 

 
 It was through my initiative that Sartre’s preface to The Wretched of the Earth was 
 removed. Let us say that from a western point of view, it is a good preface. Sartre  
 understood the subject matter in The Wretched of the Earth. But in June 1967,  
 when Israel declared war on the Arab countries, there was a great pro-Zionist  
 movement in favor of Israel among western (French) intellectuals. Sartre took part 
 in this movement. He signed petitions favoring Israel. I felt that his pro-Zionist  
 attitudes were incompatible with Fanon’s work.   119

Josie Fanon played an active role in her husband’s political and intellectual life. As his 

life companion from a young age, they traveled together and she assisted him in the 

writing process- Fanon reportedly dictated his books to his wife, who typed them out. Her 

removal of Sartre’s preface and her subsequent claim that pro-Zionist politics are 

incompatible with Fanon’s project indicates that a Fanon-inspired worldview leaves little 

space for understanding the liberation of Palestine as anything but anti-colonial struggle. 

Perhaps the greatest takeaway of Josie Fanon’s removal of the Sartre preface is the 

continuous applicability of Fanon’s political message to new colonial developments. His 
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theory is not tethered to the moments he walked this earth, but rather his theory continues 

to find relevance as long as colonialism finds new narratives and justifications. 

Since a great deal of the works studied in this thesis were published in the years 

following 1967, the readership that read these works at the time of their publication 

navigated a post-Naksa Arab world, meaning an Arab world growing accustomed to the 

power dynamic established after the defeat of Gamal Abdel Nasser’s forces at the hands 

of the Israeli Defense Forces. Additionally some of the works, like Al Miyati’s article for 

example, were published a month before the events of Aylul Al-aswad (Black September), 

a series of armed operations from the side of Palestinian fida’yeen against Israeli forces 

marking the beginning of the Palestinian armed struggle liberation movement, which 

absorbed and practiced Fanonist thinking. For the region, the Naksa was a major 

development that caught everyones attention. Although the occupation of Palestine did 

not appear in the sources studied in this thesis, it is highly possible that they exist in 

whichever sources I was not able access. 

Future research should be done on the topic of a Fanonist Palestine, especially 

since the sources I discuss above make clear connections between Fanonist theory and 

Palestinian liberation.The source material in this conclusion, at least, suggests that 

revolutionary Palestinians engaged with Fanon’s work and looked to Fanon as a guide to 

revolutionary activity. While the Palestinian Revolutionaries’ interest in thinkers like Che 

Guevara, Mao Tse Tung and Vladimir Ilyich Lenin has been established and remarked 
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upon, Fanon has not. Additionally, although the revolutionary fraternity shared between 

Algeria and Palestine enjoys attention in many studies, Fanon does not ever seem to enter 

the picture. More attention should be paid to this topic not just for our own understanding 

of Palestine as a site of Fanonist praxis, but so that we can understand Arab anti-

colonialism more deeply. 
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